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Exercise 1: Let M be the matric matroid of A (A is a matrix over R):

A =

 1 4 1 2 0
3 1 0 3 1
2 0 0 0 1


Give a matrix B, such that M* is the matric matroid of B.

(2 P.)

Exercise 2: We call a matroid M self-dual if M ' M∗. Let M be the matric matroid
of the following matrix :  I4

0 −1 −1 −1
1 0 −1 1
1 1 0 −1
1 −1 1 0


Is M self-dual?

(2 P.)

Exercise 3 (The Shannon Switching Game): Consider the following game—the
Shannon Switching Game: We are given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and two ver-
tices s, t ∈ V . We have to players: Join and Cut. The players choose edges from E
alternatively.
On Cuts turn, Cut deletes an edge from G. On Joins turn, Join fixes an edge so that it
cannot be deleted. Join wins the game if Join can fix edges connecting s to t. Cut wins



the game if Join does not. Notice that in this game, it is never disadvantageous to move.
(Cut can be no worse off if the graph has one fewer edge, and Join can be no worse off if
an additional edge is fixed.) Therefore, any game falls into one of three categories:

• Join game: Join wins, even if Join plays second.

• Cut game: Cut wins, even if Cut plays second.

• Neutral game: Whichever player moves first wins.

This game can be generalized to matroids: The two players Join and Cut play in a
matroid. In the graphical case, an edge e is inserted into G which connects s and t.
Neither player is allowed to move on this edge. With this new framework, Join wants
to create a circuit containing e in M1, and Cut wants to create a circuit in the dual M*
containing e: M = (S ′ = E + e, I),M∗ = (E + e, I∗). In this more general matroid
setting, join wants to pick A ⊂ E such that A + e contains a circuit C of M with e ∈ C.
Cut wants to pick B ⊂ E such that B + e contains a circuit C of M∗ with e ∈ C.
Note that the cocircuits of a matric matroid are exactly the minimal cuts.

a) Prove the following lemma:

Lemma 1 Let C ∈ C(M), D ∈ C(M∗), then|D ∩ C| 6= 1.

b) Prove that not both of the players can win.

(Note: it is possible to prove that exactly one of the players wins!)
(3+3 P.)

...Frohe Weihnachten und einen guten Rutsch!
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